
Opera 

DCT 
 

“Lovely detailed sound with oodles of air and space, with the definite sense that 

roughest edges have been lopped off, letting you enjoy the music inside the 

record." 

Hifi World 

 

The Opera DCT++ is our most popular interconnect for mid to high end systems.  Time and time 

again we receive feedback from our customers stating how happy they are with the results 

achieved.  The features and benefits of this high quality cable are shown below. 

 
� Using 99.99% 0.5mm² pure silver solid conductor wires, which offers superior conductivity, and improved 

cleanliness to sound over mid-high frequencies, especially on higher end systems. 
 

� Insulated with high quality PTFE, with features an exclusive post production process which allows for a faster, 

clearer beat and a smoother sound, less prone to harshness. 
 

� Silver plated braided copper screen, which rejects RFI interference, and offers another benefit to clearer 

sound, and reduced background noise. 
 

� Special low microphonic noise layer that delivers more natural sound quality, due to minimising the impact of 

vibrations from loudspeakers on your cabling. 
 

� Advanced quality control of the direction of wiring during the production process, delivering superior stereo 

imaging, as well as lower background noise. 
 

� Utilises the acclaimed Eichmann Bullet Plugs, which due to their single point return contact and 24k gold 

plating, this improves the clarity and cleanliness of sound, or high quality gold plated Neutrik XLR connectors, 

which offer similar benefits to the Eichmann Bullet Plugs. 
 

� Deep cryogenically treated, which along adds improvements to depth, clarity and timing of audio and visual.   
 

� Directional heatshrinks applied to the attractive electric blue sheath.  This ensures that you can achieve the 

full benefits from this directional, aesthetically pleasing cable, due to its ease of use. 
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